Sun and Sunlight
( A Little History of Light and Color)

This page celebrates the sun. The role of the sun in my work is large, indeed, the majority
of my work has something to say about it. Light is color and light comes from the sun. I
wrote the poem below shortly before my daughter was born in 2004. I have continued to
learn about the sun and stars and work on the poem since then. All life depends on the
sun, in fact. Indeed, if we had a god, which I do not think we do, it would be the sun.
Akhenaten was right about this much, abolishing all the other gods, and keeping only the

sun. But I am sure he was wrong about that too. We do not need gods. But I deal with the
question of gods in the poem.

I did this painting in 2011. I was dealing with the sun itself here. I was trying to imagine
what the Milky Way looked like behind the sun if one were in outer space. I was lucky
enough to meet a woman who was on the International Space Station and she told me
that though viewing things is limited as the windows on this craft are small, those who
work on the space station—outside of it-- are able to see more clearly the resplendence of
stars in space. I asked her what the Milky Way looks like in our space and she said that it
goes all the way around and that it is amazing. I could not paint all the way around but I
could paint it with the sun in front of it. The sun itself was done using the SDO images.
That is, I used images from the Solar Dynamics Observatory.
(https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sdo/main/index.html) This is the SDO main-page
and changes often.

I put the Milky Way behind the sun, and put the Hale Bopp comet partly as a memorial of
having seen it myself often in the late 1990s.

This is a detail of a painting that shows a young Sycamore tree near Chippewa Creek
with the sun setting behind it. What I like in this one is the light on and through the tree.
As well as the shadow of the tree and the light around it. Oil paint is a wonderful medium
for this. Here is the whole painting; my whole family walking toward the viewer.

Seeking to Know

I like Candlelight. A candle is not the sun, but one could say with some justice that it is a
little sun. Yes, it is only a metaphor, but there is some truth in it. The sun itself is hard to
know or even to look at, indeed, one is not supposed to look at it, as every time one does
it takes away a little of one’s eyesight,

Sunflower Growing in our Garden.
Interesting to watch this huge flower growing that year. It is a Mammoth Sunflower.

Sun and Sunlight
( A Little History of Light and Color)

Light is the origin of everything that is visible,
or more exactly, for want of light nothing would be visible;
nor would there be anyone to see anything that might be visible.
There is no knowing without light,
but light itself is not well known.
It is hard to write a history of something so ubiquitous
yet whose nature is not well understood.
But still,
it is odd that no one has yet written
a fair history of light and color,
when light shines on everyone
and neither favors or denies anyone.
The light of the sun favors the smallest plankton
or green plant as much as the blue whale
and mountains rise up into its whitened crystal
just as the valleys glow green in its emerald.
Human hierarchies are a lie against the equality of light.
Maybe that is why there is no good history of light--history favors cruel, military hierarchies,
whereas the sun gives freely to everyone.
A sunny generosity is not good for business:
Greed likes darkness and toil--and those who need power are possessive and intolerant
and would deny others unmolested ease of living.
Under the generous California sun

Indians had a relatively good
and easy life between the Tule Reeds
and the Live Oaks covered in Acorns.
These good people, falsely accused of being 'lazy savages'
were largely wiped out by darkly dressed priests
and businessmen who claimed that all good light and life
was either in a Black Book or in the Bank.
I know, that if they could, the corporate misers
would charge you for breathing and extract a tax
on the seeing of your eyes.
That must be why the churches charged for sins
the price of a future payment in light
or the loss of light-- the moral blackmail of being
"saved or damned".
"The wages of sin are death" the priest would pound
with his fist on the lectern.
The priest and the bankers
want you to sign their papers to insure your redemption.
as if your life were merely on loan
from a divine Insurance company--Obviously, don't sign or trust the divine Con-man.
That is why I don't go in churches anymore
even though I once loved Byzantine resplendence
and the mosaics of golden domes
arched above a diamond chalice.
I realized at last that the light
that the churches would charge me for
was abundantly free to everyone
outside the church doors.

I realized that most of the histories
and philosophies of light are biased
and attempt to seize light for one sect, religion or Pharaoh.
The Egyptian RA depended on slaves.
Knarled hands and an early death
was the price French peasants paid
for Louis the 14th's golden garments.
The Sun King had a wedding cake smile
that dripped with the blood of the poor.
The Sun Priests atop the Aztec pyramids
cut out our beating hearts as the price of light.
we were made slaves to a calendar.
I resisted the power of what the Masters of Light
claimed to know.
I grew weary of their temples

and the beautiful lies in myths and religions
and I realized:
No one owns light
no one owns the sun.

Sunrise over the Creek

So then, given that the history of light and color
is patterned with blood, delusions and projections,
I ask both myself and the universe,
what can I know about light and color,
since, in the past,
I have fallen for or endorsed many of these illusions myself?
I wrote my own little history of light and color
and finished it on Aug 20th 1983
I remember the date because it was the day my stepfather died,
and I liked him and dedicated it to him.
His name was Dave.
He was a traveling scissors doctor
who went from town to town, fabric store to fabric store
where women sought his services to help them
make curtains and colorful clothes.
He loved this job.
He drove with a big wad a 5 dollar bills rolled us in the pocket.
He and I had painted my mother's red house together,
during the months I meditated on the history of color.
I was learning to weave many colored yarns at that time

restoring oriental carpets.
He was strangely happy and hallucinating
the day before he died
and he told me he
saw a clown smiling at him,
which appeared out of the hospital wall.
Yes, I should have known,
the secret of color
is not in a high flown metaphysics of "disembodied light",
as propounded by otherworldly Plotinus,
but rather
the secret of color is in the colors of a clown's costume
making a dying man smile.
I wish I could tell my step-father,
"Look, Dave,
I understand something now, you and the clown were right
it is life in the moment that matters"
Sometimes it takes years to learn the obvious.

Sun and fog on the Ridge

The history of color and light is not black and white.
Blake and Goethe didn't like Isaac Newton
and his theory of color, for instance.
That is understandable given that both
Blake and Goethe had some notion

of what it means to look into the iridescent eyes
of the spread tail-feathers of mating Peacocks.
Goethe thought of his theory of color ( the Farbenlere)
as a Seven Colored Princess
and he imagined that Newton, the mean, dark prince,
had dragged his beloved Princess into a cave
or a dungeon, to study her rainbows in a damp and black room.
A delightful story,
but I'm not sure Newton was as bad as all that.
It is true that the public Newton and his theories of color
are reductionist, which means that they
might be useful as spectroscopy
-- meaning that if you happen to want to exploit
the minerals of distant planets or stars--or go prospecting for some extraterrestrial profits--Newton's theory of color is just the thing for you.
The public Isaac was a paranoid and vicious Master of the Mint.
But the private Newton was a different story.
He was a confused eccentric, not much different than you or me
dabbling away at a strange, but hopeful alchemy
and dreaming of the beloved's eyes, iridescent as Peacock feathers.
I have always been grateful for a world of colorful eccentrics.
But, I must say, that for all that, I still prefer
Goethe's metamorphic red flowers
and Blake's books of Innocence and Experience
a child's wings made of colored verses,
the pages dipped in rainbows,
to Newton's cold hard prisms,
shinning an aurora of colors across
gold coins minted in England.
But then, in contrast, Newton’s colored prisms are beautiful too,
And Blake and Goethe are mistaken.

Thinking of Newton
So then,
when I gave up the 'Uncreated Light'
I became blind to the next world
and started to see this one.
Newton’s alchemy too is crazy.
I realized Lao Tzu and Rumi were mistaken too--The “five colors do not make men eye's blind”.
When I gave up "divine visions"
I realized I needed better glasses.
I have better glasses now
and try to see as best I can.
Things I once believed, I believe no longer,
and things I once shunned I now accept.
Experience changed my mind.
I leave behind some of my old favorites
like Johann Scotus Erigena,
who was almost my Irish grandfather,
Ibn Arabi and the misnamed Dionysius the "Areopagite" -the 4th or 5th century Byzantine thinker
who taught me longing for other worldly crystal,
and Kukai, and lovely Rumi,
a friend of my romances,
and Nagarjuna and the strange negations of
night-bright and hidden-faced Niffari,
the priest of invisibility.
I give up these and many other obscure elitists
of hidden lights, symbols in mirrors
twisters of antinomial knots.
And when I leave their gods behind
I cover over their fictive mirrors with black cloth
and put their books up on the shelf

for a reference I am unlikely to need
and now mountains are not walking upside down
in the rivers that stand up flowing onto their heads--and I smile a little at the games that
all these word-jokers like Dogen liked to play.
If you want a good laugh
just look down the aisle at the rows of portraits of saints
all lined up like portraits of the corporate founders
in a law office, in a drawing by a Honore Daumier.
Never mind the magicians of power and fireworks
that dazzle you into belief in delusions.
I learned the hard way that I have to look for myself.
A little bit of abalone shell among all the various pebbles
strewn where the sea-water washes up on the beach
is enough of a miracle for me.

My Mother and Abolone Shell
(at McClure’s Beach)

I realize that so many times I have been wrong,
and proved myself wrong, and in the end the light still shines on me
and I still wake up in dreams of vivid color and
still nature opens her many colored book into my eyes
how else was I to learn if I made no mistakes?--the water still falls in the waterfall
and the birds are flying
and you can always come back to the simple truth
right in front of you.
I hold on to the multi-colored world worth holding on to
this intimate air around the flower where the bee loves to hover
and I know little except this sense of existence,
the light on the leaf here, the light on my hands,
the light on the dirt road beside me where I walk---

this world that glows in color and light around the edges of my eyes
this space in which the colors of my heart feels the warmth of a life worth living.

Given the way the sun holds itself in the glass of my glasses--this white star glowing gold on the silver sheen of limitless space
or given candlelight in the wine glass, or a red flare of sunset glowing,
or dawn light through the window shinning through the jar of honey,
or how the sunlight in the top of the wave looks
as the wave breaks into emerald ---or given the morning when all is clear and my childhood is
blazoned with a white California sun,
and I looked up into the ecstatic sky and understood
that adults have made a mess of the world
and they have forgotten the obvious meaning of sunlight--and, long ago, that was a day of real seeing,
that was the way I knew then and know still
that the world, seen by a four year old,
is a mirror of itself that needs no mirrors,
it does not need gods for its glory------that it has no reflections
that it does not refer to anything beyond
or outside itself, and that all the fancy language,
abstract entities, words and gods are in some sense delusions---Yes.... once I forgot the mirroring--once I stopped looking beyond death--stopped looking at the mirrors and reflections
gave up metaphysics and Marxist dialectic
and started looking at the things themselves
life has been simple and the world is its own praise
and praise is a form of knowledge, after all,
and light is its own amazement in its simple glowing.

Barn Owl Flying near Marshall.

Given, then,
that sky is sky and not a metaphor for imaginary "heavens"
and my mind sees the light in the clouds
enveloped in infinite horizons of colors,
I begin to understand that the sky is a prism that turns with the earth
and this Spherical Spectrum
of being-now-becoming is what we all are
and the translucent rainbow of the turning globe of the sky
is kin of my own seeing
---that the way the earth turns in a spherical colored prism over my head
turning everyday as the day slides in space from morning till night-that this turning sphere of color is kin of my own seeing--kin of my eyes looking into the meaning of light and space,
simple as sand grains and the lonely light of things
and this makes me realize that the
companionable magic of the world
is so lovely I can hardly say what lovely is.
I learned this on the ship, watching the horizon every day,
as the sun turned its wheel of colors across the sky
and the earth revolved around itself and the sun.

So then,
Given that St John's city of Invisible Light
and Plato's vision of colorless essences,
were good fairy tales, curious fantasies,
dreams of power and glory
that served some empire builders,
it is time to give up these dreams of intellectual empire
and come down to the lovely earth.
I realize now that color is not
"a metaphor for the Lightless Light" as I once said.
I was wrong and I find some joy in admitting it.
The light that has glowed inside my chest since childhood
must be the same light that I have seen light up
the eyes of Seals in the sea
or the eyes of Marmots sitting up alert on rocks.
It is the light that warms the fur of chipmunks
the light in Louis Armstrong's trumpet---the light of being that lights up the plant Anemone
also lights up the sea Anemone,
glowing in its translucent green tentacles.
The light that lives in me illuminates plants
and I am not better than Armadilloes,
or multicolored fish swimming in a school
beneath the luminous surface of the sea

Spring Twilight
.
There is me and you and the sea and the birds
and the birds of many colored feathers are flying
and the fish are bright lamps of primary colors
and all of us belong to the
community of a rainbow-world
and all of us are beings that love light.
Given that I realize that neither the mind
nor nature is an empty void
nor is there an invisible spiritual plenitude
or "imaginal" world
and that Dogen, Milarepa and St. John made some nice myths
about mind and light
but that reality is just not like that--I am at last
free to wonder at the transparence of the veil of the air,
and to love air and light itself,
and to love the way light through water
spreads the crystal edge of liquidity--and the way mist at twilight gathers
the greening hints of lilac roses
or all those mystic evenings where
the sun sank into a rainbow sky
and the rainbow wrapped itself into my mind,
and I know the warm light that I feel in my body
is the same warmth that lights up colors in the sky--and the wonder of colored space in the sky

is the reason why my eyes are round
and that is why I love this world and abjure religions and
beliefs that ask me to give up attachment to the world.
I know longer love death or the chimerical fictions that arise
out of the question 'what is beyond death?'.
I love this world and the light falling on the edges of my fingers
the into the light of my wife's green eyes,
I love this life and hope for more time --and I hope--for the life and time of my children's eyes
and my children's children's eyes
and may we all have many years
of grateful seeings and intimate embraces
and endless sand grains, minute and multi-colored jewels
falling toward the final days
of my seeing and your seeing
and the gathering community of seeings
glowing out of a wonderful earth
where being is rainbow.

Oh this abalone inscape that turns seashells glistening
into the clarity of my own subjective mind--and the sudden realization that this subjectivity is objective--this being that looks out from existing things---

this light inside me that also looks at me from the outside--and it is this clear light precisely-that I love in the falling water drop
and how it bends the light on the edge of itself
like a round mirror of globed silver
and the world is reflected in it, just as sunrise in a puddle,
by the side of the road, holds the morning light.
And the inside of the outside holds me
in the meaning of the green that grows in plants
and tells me how the tree feels its way into the blue
and it glows along the edge of the lilac cloud,
awash in the silver satin of morning light,
sheer as silken rains falling through
the grey and infinite silence.
Light glows in the humility of what seashells hold
and in the way flowers open at dawn,
and when lightning strikes at night,
it illuminates the flowers in a burst of hidden color
that were waiting all the while for your eyes.

Just as slices of liquid sunlight live interior
within the Orange,
the light that lives in me indwells a jewel of being,
a flowering chroma,
and this prismatic existence casts its rainbow inside
my heart and mind as light shifts inside the facets
of a carnival kaleidoscope.
The color of being is rainbow,
and I learned this from my dying step-father Dave
and the clown he saw on his last day of life.
So maybe this poem could be my small contribution
to a little history of color and light.
I dedicate this to Dave, 35
years later.

and for my daughter, also whose name I made up while I was writing this.
The end of the poem
*****

My bother looking for Fossils along the shore of Lake Erie

Great Horned Owl Flying at Twilight

My daughter did a presentation on Quasars in Dec. 2019. I helped her with the
information and study as she is homeschooled and I am one of her teachers. It was
interesting and raised many questions about physics. One of the questions it raised is are
Black Holes Black and are they “holes”. The answer is no, in both cases. Black holes
spew out a lot of ultraviolet light as well as X-rays, visible light appears to be the only
kind of light that is retained by the “Black Hole”—so calling it black is false. Is it a hole.
It appears that this is false too. In fact they appear to be very heavy and dense, and the
size of our solar system or perhaps twice the size. So they are not black and not a hole
either. The radiation from these objects can travel millions of light years. Quasars are
thus immensely powerful. Indeed, they are one of the most powerful things in the whole
universe. Carolin Crawford has a graph which shows that Quasars are more prevalent in
the older universe, up to 12 billion year ago. There are very few now, and fewer closer to
us. I know little about the so called “Big Bang”, no one does, though there are a lot of
surmises about it. But Quasars are observable and real, whereas the Big Bang is just
inferred, not known.
So the sun is an amazing thing. I am very glad I lived into the years after 2010, when the
SDO went into orbit. I was able to see the SDO images and films of the sun. It has only
been recording the sun, using special filters, since then, so only 10 years.

There are a few more paintings about sun and sunlight that belong here.
The sun has followed me all my life. One of my earliest memories is of a bee flying to a
rose and the California sun. The sun shines on everyone. The sun is always there, so it
was with me even when it was cloudy, even behind the clouds during storms.

It shines on the young man in the Ore Boats on Lake Superior and sets through the Pines
above Lagunitas Creek in California. It inhabits the juices of the sectioned Orange, The
Barn Owl flying near Marshall, and on the throat of the Ruby Throated Hummngbird and
the feathers of the Blue Jay flying over the River or the Blackbird singing on the shore of
Lake Erie, in Ohio. It is on the breast of the House Finch in the Cherry, the Redbird in the
Crabapple tree in winter with dried out fruit. It about to visit the young man watching the
hills and the Acorn Woodpeckers the hills east of the Point Reyes Peninsula below

Above Tomales Bay

The above is one that I worked on for many years. It is partly about the sun on the hills
on the east side of Tomales Bay. But it is also about the Acorn Woodpeckers, who make
a Granary Tree, which is a fir or pine which often has thousands of acorns pounded into it
by the birds. The birds spend all their time at this and argue a lot over who knows what. I
grew very fond of them and was honored to live among them as I worked on the
Monastery, were I was a “gopher” namely someone who did about anything that they
asked me to do.

Rufous Hummingbird and Hedge Bindweed

Great White Egret at Limantour

Me and Shorebirds at Limantour

Path near Point Reyes Station
This was a path close by where I lived in Point Reyes Station. I did this when two dear
people, whom I lived with and cared for were gone for a few weeks. I was lonely and
used to walk with one of them along this path, often. Hard to believe now, perhaps, but I
loved them. So this is a work about love, as I see it. Indeed, it would be over in a month
upon the return of one of them. But she was already gone here, and I have always thought
of her like this, missing, and gone. It is a lovely work, as what was between us was once
lovely.

This is one of the blog entries that involve all three of the forms I often use, paintings,
writings and poems. My paintings tend to be more about experiences and non-judgmental
descriptions, realities, things, nature or people. They rarely make arguments. My
discursive writing tends to be different: it is often not about experiences, though is
sometimes is, but is about knowledge and information, and it is intellectual and
defensive, sometimes making clear judgments, often argumentative, especially so when I
have been attacked, but not always. I study a lot, and this leads me to know many things
that few know. This often leads me to attack those who are threats to the earth or those
upon it. I am unashamed of being on the left, and I am not about money. I tend to side
with those who need help. I am not ashamed of this either, and generally dislike those
who excuse the suffering of other people or animals because the want money, are greedy
or want power. Generally this means I am against those who have or want power.
The poems are often pictures, though there is an element in them that is like my history
writings. My poetry tends to be in between my more general writing and my paintings.
They are often employ images or pictures. I find myself often rebelling against the edict
that all poems should evoke their subject obliquely, and not speak of it directly. I am not
sure I agree with that, so often my poetry expresses arguments, opinions or points of
view.
My pictures are often pictures of what I have seen or know to be the case. Yes, they are
personal, but at the same time, not personal, or rather, impersonal, interested and
disinterested: often recording what is, rather than what has been or should be. Though
there is an element of the past in some works. This concern in my art is due to a realist
habit, I have slowly acquired. It is not a lack of ethical concern, really, it is an objective
concern with being factual. This does not mean that they do not carry emotion too, they
often do. This last year has seen a proliferation of Blog entires: Birds, Hair, Architecture,
Animals, Trees, Oceans Rivers and Water, and this one Sun and Sunlight. More are
coming. There is no origin point yet all subjects radiate form an diffuse and unknown
origin, rather as color radiates from an object.
Concerning and panel that begins this page. It radiates with the sun in the middle and
seems to radiate to all the pages of paintings below it. Not “seems”, in fact I am the
originator of all these works and it comes from nature and I. The panel is a particularly

lovely one. Some of my best poetic and painting work is here. I do not mean to say that
other pages do not share in wonder or beauty. The beginning panel shows, in part, what is
in it.
My painting is deliberate and has been this way a long time. So for example, this is
probably from 88 or 89 in Point Reyes. I did a series of paintings near a pond that was
then privately owned but now is part of the National Seashore system. It is the pond
down the trail from the place called Tomales Bay Trailhead. This can be viewed online, if
you wish. I knew the owners of the land and got permission to do it from life. I spent at
least a month or more going there, nearly every day.

Fog Coming in

Here is the whole work.

It is a work about the sun, about the fog coming in, and about the life a tree in the midst
of the air and light of the sun.

Fog coming in near sunset.
This one was done not at the same time, but around the same time, a week or two earlier
or later, I don’t remember. But the fog would come in the afternoon, and I did paintings
these two paintings as the fog arrived across the Bay. The sun was going down in both
cases, and I show that.

Again the whole work:

Norhtern Harrier over Limantour

This was a water study at Heart’s Desire Beach.

This is one of the rare pictures that was sold, stupidly, in my opinion. It was
photographed but then various greedy people swooped in and took the photographs and
did not give them back. So I have tried to use the tiny photos I have of it to reconstruct
what it looked like, as I thought then and still think it is one of the best images I did in
Point Reyes. These are two of the best renditions I have done, but neither is quite up to
the original. Both have their good points. It shows Inverness Ridge at sunset with a small
Gumweed plant blossoming in the wetland in the foreground of the work. But it also
shows how difficult it is to reproduce a really good painting once it is lost. I might do a
painted version of this, as I am not very happy with what I can do with a computer.

Sun setting through Pines
This one was damaged and repaired, as well as worked over at various points, even
recently. I have always loved it. It was done where I saw a sea lion swimming in
Lagunitas Creek in twilight and near where, on the other side of the creek, I saw a sea
going Sturgeon swimming in bioluminescent waters. None of this is in the painting.
What it does show is the light streaming through the pines on Inverness Ridge above the
creek. This is what I love in it, even when I did it, and it is still there.

This was done around the same time as the one above it, no more than perhaps 100 feet
from the Lagunitas creek side that the one above it was done. The trees are the same,
believe it or not, but here become a background rather than the main subject. Indeed, the
sky is far more important in this one, and I remember working on the variable color in it
for some time, until it was just right. “Right” in this case is lilac-bluish and orangeypinkish, so as to indicate a real color that was in the sky as the fog was coming in and the
sun was setting. It complements the green in the tree and the yellow of the grass. The
grass itself is partly the real subject of this work, with many different sorts of plants being
shown under this late, twilit sky.

This is also a rather encyclopedic image. It shows a Blue Jay flying across the viewers
field of vision so as to show the Rocky River Valley in a large array. The river is shining
in the deepest part of the Valley. The sun is rising.

A Hand Touching Water

This was a sunlight study. I worked on it for months. Maple leaves, acorns, lichen
covered sticks: all dreched in the late sun of autumal light. Thoreau wrote in the last
paragraph of his essay on Walking that “the sun shall shine more brightly than ever he
has done, shall perchance shine into our minds and hearts, and light up our whole lives
with a great awakening light, as warm and serene and golden as on a bankside in
autumn.” I saw this quite clearly and wanted to paint what was meant by this. I think I
largely succeeded. Each element of the composition was worked out in life and then put
on the board. I worked at Heroes and at the park in an untraveled area in the woods near
Rocky River. I was going to do a White Crowned Sparrow too. But I never did.

Me and this painting near Rocky River, 1999

Another work I did around 2000 or so is the Squirrel Tail in Sunlight. Here is the Squirrel
and his or her tail.

Detial of Squirrel Tail in Sunlight

Full image of Squirrel Tail in Sunlight

I did several of these very long works many years ago. That was in the late 1990s,
probably around but not beyond 2000.This one I also worked on fairly recently. I worked
on the figure standing on the opposite bank, myself, in this case. It anchors the
perspective at a distant point, giving the onlooker a point of reference. This follows the
use of the figure in Chinese art, where humans are used only as focal points for a
composition involving all of nature. It is a way into the painting.The figure helps show
just how close the House Finch is as well as the, in fact, much larger geese are. These
large works are meant to be somewhat encyclopedic in scope and the sun is a unifying
element in this , as it is in the actual world, in fact. So in one below I had the sun be
visible, indeed, it begins to take over the river bank in its brightness. I never saw Herons
over winter until I saw this one about 20 years ago. The real effects of global warming
caused by banking and Fossil Fuel CEOs begins around then.

There is a lot of detial in this work, so I show how much here.

Spring Thaw (detail)
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